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References Category:Information technology companies of the United States Category:Software companies based in the San Francisco Bay Area Category:Companies based in San Jose, California Category:Software companies of the United StatesQ: A question about "The poor man's Quantum Mechanics" I have been reading the introduction of "The poor man's Quantum Mechanics", by Abram Levitov and Shmuel Fishman. In this book, it is described that the
author's aim is to introduce the idea of the concept of decoherence to the physics undergraduates. I am very curious about how the author regard the application of decoherence to the problems in quantum computers. For example, the author writes that "decoherence is not just a tool for making a quantm computer more physical. It is one of the principles that underlie quantum mechanics." My question is, how does the author regard the concept of decoherence? A:

Decoherence is described, if I understood the book correctly, as a phenomenon of the quantum world of being "regular" in a way that the classical world is not. For example, you can prepare a quantum superposition state of an electron spin. That means you start with a statistical mixture of two spin states. Then you ask the electron if it is in the left or right spin state (say, by making it interact with a magnetic field), and you observe that it is more likely to be in the left
state. That means that the electron has collapsed into the left state, even though you started with a statistical mixture of both states. In the decoherence picture, this is because the quantum state of the electron actually consists of a classical superposition of both states: the superposition starts out vague, but collapses into the left state. Having said that, there are serious problems with decoherence as a starting point for a QM description of computation. For example, how

do you separate "classical" from "quantum" stuff in a quantum computer? Specifically, how can you have classical gates in a quantum computer, given that quantum gates are unitary operators? The decoherence theory is an attempt to avoid these questions. It is an attempt to treat a certain piece of physics (namely, unitary evolution) in the quantum world. I would suggest that quantum computers would be best described in a theory that treats computation as being
fundamentally quantum.
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May 22, 2020 Napro PC Scan And Cracke . -3001-417- . Jan 29, 2021 isn't widescreen . -3963-6-1921 fips-q-17-520- . Q: Mock result of Controller.Save() in ASP.NET Web Api I'm trying to mock the return from a Web API Controller.Save() method. However, it seems that I only can mock the return of a Put request. The problem is that I cannot supply any instance of the mocked data because it gets saved in the app_data of my Web Api project. If anyone has an
idea how I can avoid this problem, that would be great. Here is the code: HttpConfiguration config = new HttpConfiguration(); // Register Web API routes config.MapHttpAttributeRoutes(); config.Services.Add(new ConnectionManager()); config.MapHttpAttributeRoutes(); config.MapHttpAttributeRoutes(); // Register dynamic controllers config.Formatters.JsonFormatter.SerializerSettings.ReferenceLoopHandling =

Newtonsoft.Json.ReferenceLoopHandling.Ignore; config.Routes.MapHttpRoute( name: "DefaultApi", routeTemplate: "api/{controller}/{id}", defaults: new { id = RouteParameter.Optional } ); var messageHandling = config.CreateMessageHandler(); var client = new HttpClient(messageHandling); var result = client.GetAsync("").Result; // success case, send some mocked data result.EnsureSuccessStatusCode(); config.MessageHandlers.Add(new
TestWebApiController()); var response = client.PostAsync("", data); // fail case, no mocked data response.EnsureSuccessStatusCode(); 3da54e8ca3
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